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HMM-based speech synthesis
Soheil Khorram1*, Hossein Sameti1 and Simon King2Abstract
This paper proposes the use of a new binary decision tree, which we call a soft decision tree, to improve
generalization performance compared to the conventional ‘hard’ decision tree method that is used to cluster
context-dependent model parameters in statistical parametric speech synthesis. We apply the method to improve
the modeling of fundamental frequency, which is an important factor in synthesizing natural-sounding high-quality
speech. Conventionally, hard decision tree-clustered hidden Markov models (HMMs) are used, in which each model
parameter is assigned to a single leaf node. However, this ‘divide-and-conquer’ approach leads to data sparsity, with
the consequence that it suffers from poor generalization, meaning that it is unable to accurately predict parameters
for models of unseen contexts: the hard decision tree is a weak function approximator. To alleviate this, we propose
the soft decision tree, which is a binary decision tree with soft decisions at the internal nodes. In this soft clustering
method, internal nodes select both their children with certain membership degrees; therefore, each node can be
viewed as a fuzzy set with a context-dependent membership function. The soft decision tree improves model
generalization and provides a superior function approximator because it is able to assign each context to several
overlapped leaves. In order to use such a soft decision tree to predict the parameters of the HMM output probability
distribution, we derive the smoothest (maximum entropy) distribution which captures all partial first-order moments
and a global second-order moment of the training samples. Employing such a soft decision tree architecture with
maximum entropy distributions, a novel speech synthesis system is trained using maximum likelihood (ML) parameter
re-estimation and synthesis is achieved via maximum output probability parameter generation. In addition, a soft
decision tree construction algorithm optimizing a log-likelihood measure is developed. Both subjective and objective
evaluations were conducted and indicate a considerable improvement over the conventional method.
Keywords: Context clustering; Decision tree-based clustering; F0 modeling; Hidden Markov model; HMM; HMM-based
speech synthesis; Maximum entropy model; Soft decision tree; Soft context clustering; Statistical parametric speech
synthesis1 Introduction
Demand for natural and high-quality speech-based
human-computer interaction is increasing due to appli-
cations including speech-based virtual assistants for mo-
bile devices. Speech synthesis plays a significant role, not
only in transmitting factual information, but also as the
outward ‘face’ of the application: the naturalness of the
synthesis affects overall user satisfaction. Speech synthe-
sis from text is usually achieved via an intermediate lin-
guistic specification [1], which can be thought of as a* Correspondence: khorram@ce.sharif.edu
1Department of Computer Engineering, Sharif University of Technology,
Azadi Avenue, Tehran 14588, Iran
Full list of author information is available at the end of the article
© 2015 Khorram et al.; licensee Springer. This is
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.or
in any medium, provided the original work is pcollection of contextual factors - such as phonetic and
prosodic properties of the current, preceding, and fol-
lowing segment - which have been derived from the text.
Here, we are concerned only with the conversion of this
linguistic specification to a speech waveform. In order to
perform this conversion, several methods have been pro-
posed [2], of which statistical parametric speech synthe-
sis (SPSS) [3,4] has been dominant, at least in research
terms, for the last decade or more.
Figure 1 portrays the overall architecture of a typical
SPSS system, which comprises two distinct phases [3,4],
namely, training and synthesis. The training phase starts
with the extraction of acoustic features and the linguistic
specification (i.e., contextual factors) for all trainingan Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
g/licenses/by/4.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction
roperly credited.
Figure 1 Overall block diagram of a typical SPSS.
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of acoustic features using a vocoder (such as MELP [5],
STRAIGHT [6], DSM [7,8], or HNM [9]), and simultan-
eously, all texts are expanded into contextual factors
using a natural language pre-processing front end [10].
Thereafter, the training phase proceeds to the context-
dependent statistical modeling step in which the
dependencies between extracted acoustic features and con-
textual factors are modeled through context-dependent
statistical models [11]. It is important to note that, be-
cause of the extreme sparsity in the contextual feature
space, the decision tree (DT) used to cluster the model
parameters is the critical component in the statistical
modeling.
In the synthesis phase, contextual factors are obtained
for the input text, and the decision tree is used to obtain
the corresponding trained model parameters, using
which a parameter generation (PG) algorithm [11-14]
generates acoustic feature trajectories. These are then
converted to a speech waveform using the vocoder.
In contrast to concatenative synthesis [15], which
stores speech waveforms, the parametric representation
in SPSS has several potential advantages, including flexi-
bility in changing voice characteristics [3], speaker and
style adaptation [16-19], easier multilingual support
[20-22], superior coverage of acoustic space [3], reduced
memory footprint [3], and better robustness to low-
quality speech recordings [23].
Though compressing a human voice into a compact
statistical model offers the abovementioned advantages
over concatenation of waveforms, there remains one
major shortcoming: lower quality synthetic speech. This
is caused by one or more of the blocks shown in Figure 1,
e.g., inadequate acoustic coverage of training utterances,
noisy speech database [24,25], errors in natural language
processing, inadequate contextual factors [26], inaccur-
ate statistical modeling [3], the PG algorithm [11-14], or
vocoding distortion [5-9]. Here, we propose improvementsto the statistical modeling (the shaded block in Figure 1)
and specifically for the F0 stream.
Hidden Markov model (HMM)-based speech synthesis
[27-33] models not only the spectrum, but also the exci-
tation and duration in a unified framework of context-
dependent [34,35] multi-space probability distribution
[36] hidden semi-Markov models (HSMMs) [37]. More
precisely, an independent binary-branching hard deci-
sion tree is constructed for each stream of acoustic fea-
tures (spectrum, aperiodic energy, and fundamental
frequency). In the case of F0, a multi-space probability
distribution [36] is associated with each leaf of the deci-
sion tree. Contextual space (which is very large and very
sparse due the great number of contextual factors typic-
ally employed) is divided by the decision trees into mul-
tiple hard (i.e., non-overlapping) clusters; each cluster is
a group of context-dependent HMM states that share
the same output probability distribution.
Hard decision tree-based context clustering, which is the
standard approach to F0 modeling, has poor generalization
[38]. In other words, this structure cannot accurately pre-
dict the parameters of models of unseen contexts, given the
very limited subset of contexts observed in the training
data. In order to predict acoustic variations with high
generalization capability, the model has to be able to ex-
press a large number of robust distributions (i.e., a large
number of distributions, but such that each one can be
trained from a sufficient number of training samples). In
hard decision trees, increasing the number of distributions
by growing the depth of the tree reduces the number of
training samples assigned to each leaf, and thus, the robust-
ness of the distributions is weakened. This problem stems
from the fact that the hard decision tree structure assigns
each model parameter to exactly one cluster (correspond-
ing to a small part of the large contextual space): each train-
ing sample contributes to the estimation of only one set of
model parameters (one mean vector and one covariance
matrix). Our hypothesis is that by enabling each training
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(and thus cover a larger portion of contextual space),
generalization to unseen contexts would be improved.
1.1 Related work
Several attempts have already been made to alleviate the
limitations of F0 modeling in standard decision tree-
clustered H(S)MMs. One of these is the use of deep
neural networks (DNNs) [38,39] which are able to ap-
proximate complex acoustic feature-to-linguistic context
dependencies by employing many hidden layers - con-
trast this with decision trees that cannot efficiently rep-
resent something as simple as XOR or multiplexing [38],
i.e., they must use an excessive number of leaves to cap-
ture such relationships and thus over-fragment the
already sparse training data [38]. DNNs are also able to
represent non-binary contextual features, whereas deci-
sion trees generally only use binary splits. Other deep
learning approaches such as restricted Boltzmann ma-
chines (RBMs) and deep belief networks (DBNs) have also
been demonstrated to be effective generative models
when applied to speech synthesis [40,41].
Speech synthesis based on Gaussian process regression
(GPR) [42] is another new technique that has recently
been introduced to alleviate basic limitations of HMM-
based speech synthesis. The goal of GPR is to remove
the incorrect stationarity assumption of state output dis-
tribution in HMM-based speech synthesis. GPR uses
frame-level contextual factors - such as position of the
frame within the phone, and articulatory features - to es-
timate frame-level acoustic trajectories [42]. GPR can
directly express complex context dependencies without
needing decision tree structures and is able to use all
contextual factors of all types simultaneously; therefore,
it has the potential to provide better generalization.
In [43], a new system is proposed that replaces the
usual maximum likelihood (ML) point estimate of the
model parameters with a variational Bayesian method.
Their system outperforms the usual approach when the
amount of training data is limited, thus demonstrating
superior generalization.
F0 modeling with additive structures has also been
used to express the relationship between contextual fac-
tors and the F0 trajectory [44-54]. Contextual additive
modeling [45-48] assumes model parameters to be a
sum of multiple independent components, each having
different context dependencies; therefore, different deci-
sion trees have to be trained for them. The contextual
additive model is able to exploit contextual factors more
efficiently, because mean vectors and covariance matri-
ces of the predicted distributions are the sum of mean
vectors and covariance matrices of the additive compo-
nents [45]: each training sample contributes to more
than one model parameter. Takaki et al. [46-48] used anadditive structure for spectral modeling and reported
that it has a high computational cost. To alleviate this,
they proposed covariance parameter tying and a simpli-
fied likelihood calculation algorithm using the matrix in-
version lemma. Though the contextual additive model
[45-48] was originally proposed for spectral modeling, it
could be used for F0 trajectories.
Zen et al. [49] also developed an additive F0 modeling
structure with multiple components for mean vectors
and a single component for variance values. Accordingly,
multiple decision trees were trained for the mean vec-
tors, and just one decision tree was built for the variance
values. In their system, different sets of contextual fac-
tors were used for different additive components and all
trees were built concurrently. Similarly, [50] proposed
another additive structure with multiple decision trees,
but a minimum generation error (MGE) measure was
used as the selection criterion instead of the more com-
mon maximum likelihood (ML) measure. In [51], an
additive model with three different layers, including in-
tonational phrase, word level, and pitch accent, was de-
signed. All three components were trained concurrently
using a regularized least square error measure. Qian
et al. [52] proposed to use a new gradient-based tree-
boosting approach with a view to training multiple addi-
tive regression trees. Their decision trees were built in
successive stages to minimize the squared error.
Some studies [53,54] have also highlighted another im-
portant problem of the common decision tree-based F0
modeling: its deficiency in capturing the effect of context-
ual features that are poorly represented in the training
database. These features (i.e., questions used in the deci-
sion tree splits) have little influence on the likelihood
criterion and hence will not be selected by the usual de-
cision tree construction algorithms [53,54]. One obvious
technique to solve this problem is to build the decision
tree using a two-stage algorithm [53]. In the first stage,
all splits are made only with these under-represented
contextual factors. This stage captures the influence of
such factors, even though they are rare. In the second
stage, the well-represented factors are employed. This pro-
cedure is not efficient, since the first stage reduces the
amount of the training data available for modeling the de-
pendency between well-represented contextual factors and
F0 [54]. Context adaptive training with factorized decision
trees [54] is another method designed to exploit rare fea-
tures more effectively. There, cluster adaptive training [55]
is employed such that an average model is built and then
this general model is adapted using a set of transforms. In
fact, well-represented contextual factors contribute to gen-
erate the average model, and rare contextual questions are
taken into account for the transforms. Due to the use of
cluster adaptive training, this structure also is able to im-
prove context generalization.
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Numerous binary and non-binary contextual factors are
generally taken into account in modeling F0. Conven-
tional HMM-based speech synthesis converts all non-
binary contextual factors to multiple binary questions
(i.e., potential decision tree splits). As mentioned earlier,
this structure may suffer from inadequate context
generalization. To alleviate this deficiency, we propose
the direct use of non-binary contextual factors in a soft
decision tree framework [56,57]. The proposed soft deci-
sion tree structure is an innovative binary decision tree
with soft questions at each non-terminal node. Both
children are selected with a specific membership degree.
In contrast to a hard decision tree that partitions con-
textual factor space into hard contextual regions, the
proposed soft decision tree is able to provide soft - i.e.,
overlapping - clusters. In this structure, each context will
be assigned to several terminal leaves with certain mem-
bership functions, and consequently, each training sample
affects multiple model parameters, and generalization
should be improved.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the classical hard decision tree approach to F0
modeling in statistical parametric speech synthesis. The
proposed soft context-clustered HMM structure and details
of the associated speech synthesis system that employs such
trees are provided in Section 3. Section 4 reports the exper-
iments and results, and Section 5 concludes the paper.
2 F0 modeling using hard decision trees
This section describes the predominant framework for F0
modeling in HMM-based speech synthesis, which is the
same framework used for the spectral envelope, aperiodic
energy, and duration. This section also sets out the notation,
algorithms, and structures required for subsequent sections.
2.1 F0 modeling in the HMM framework
Typically, F0 along with its delta and delta-delta deriva-
tives form three streamsa of a context-dependent [34,35]
multi-space probability distribution (MSD) [36] left-to-
right without skip transitions HSMM [58,37] (which for
obvious reasons, we shorten to simply ‘HMM’ in this
paper). This model structure generates acoustic trajec-
tories of a unit (e.g., phoneme) by emitting observations
from hidden states. The output distribution of the state
is a context-dependent multi-space Gaussian distribution
[36], and these are clustered into groups of related con-
texts using a decision tree in order to reduce the num-
ber of free parameters and allow the modeling of unseen
contexts. For notational simplicity, we limit our discus-
sion here to an HMM with just one stream. Generalizing
this to the multi-stream case is straightforward.
Figure 2 shows the equivalent dynamic Bayesian net-
work (DBN) for such an HMM [59]. In this figure, qt, ot,and gt respectively represent the state index, the acoustic
feature vector, and the space index [36] in time t.
When using MSD output distributions with two spaces -
for defined and undefined values - the space index is an
observed value equal to the voicing label. The figure also
introduces cj, dj, and tj which are the contextual factors, the
duration, and the last frame index of the jth state (clearly,
dj = tj − tj − 1). Note that state boundaries are latent vari-
ables and have to be trained in an unsupervised manner
using the expectation maximization (EM) [60] algorithm.
According to this figure, the HMM is simply specified
through three sets of fundamental distributions: i) state dur-
ation probability distribution (pj(dj|cj)), ii) voicing (space)
probability distribution (wj(gt|cj)), and iii) output probability
distribution given voicing labels (bj(ot|gt,cj)). Using these
fundamental distributions and considering the graphical
model represented by Figure 2, the likelihood of a given
utterance with observations (o, g, c) can be factorized as
p o; gð jc; λÞ ¼
X
t1;t2;…;tJ
YJ
j¼1pj dj
 cjÞYJ
j¼1wj gt cjÞbj ot gt ; cjÞ;
 ð1Þ
where J and λ denote the total number of states and the
model parameters, respectively.
Now, assume gt takes two values: ‘1’ for voiced frames
and ‘0’ for unvoiced regions; also, let bj and pj be
expressed through Gaussian distributions. Therefore, the
above utterance likelihood can be rewritten as
p o; gð jc; λÞ ¼
X
t1;t2;…;tJð Þ
YJ
j¼1 N dj; mj; σ
2
j
 
Ytj
t¼tj−1 gt
wjN oj; μj; Σ j
 
þ 1−gt
 
1−wj
 h i
;
ð2Þ
where N :; μ;Σð Þ represents a Gaussian distribution with
mean vector μ, and covariance matrix Σ. In this equa-
tion, duration and output distributions are parameter-
ized by duration mean mj
 
, duration variance σ 2j
 
,
voicing probability ( wj ), output mean vector μj
 
, and
observation covariance matrix Σ j
 
.
As previously mentioned, a canonical decision tree struc-
ture is used to express the fundamental distributions. As-
sume Idl cj
 
and Iol cj
 
are defined as binary indicator
functions of decision trees trained for duration and output
distributions where l and cj are, respectively, the leaf index
and the contextual factors extracted for the jth state. In other
words, Idl cj
 
and Iol cj
 
determine whether the jth state is
assigned to the lth leaf of the duration and observation deci-
sion trees or not. Using these decision tree indicator func-
tions, the HMM parameters can be expressed by
Figure 2 Graphical model of the common HMM. Rectangular nodes
and solid arrows demonstrate random variables and their dependencies.
Dotted arrows show the tying structure through decision trees.
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X
l
Idl cj
 
ml; σ 2j ¼
X
l
Idl cj
 
σ2l ;
wj ¼
X
l
Iol cj
 
wl; μj ¼
X
l
Iol cj
 
μl; Σ j ¼
X
l
Iol cj
 
Σl;
ð3Þ
where ml and σ2l are duration mean and variance values
lying in the lth leaf of the duration decision tree. Simi-
larly, wl, μl, and Σl represent parameters of the voicing
and output probability distributions that are trained for
the lth leaf of the output decision tree.
2.2 HMM parameter re-estimation
The ML criterion is commonly used to estimate model
parameters of HMM. However, state boundaries are la-
tent, and therefore, the EM algorithm has to be adopted.
Given N i.i.d. utterances, on; gnð Þf gNn¼1, along with their
corresponding contextual factors, cnf gNn¼1 , the EM algo-
rithm leads to the following re-estimation formulas:
m^l ¼
XN
n¼1
XJn
j¼1I
d
l c
n
j
 X
tj;tj−1
χnj tj; tj−1
 
tj−tj−1
 
XN
n¼1
XJn
j¼1I
d
l c
n
j
 X
tj;tj−1
χnj tj; tj−1
  ;
σ^ 2l ¼
XN
n¼1
XJn
j¼1I
d
l c
n
j
 X
tj;tj−1
χnj tj; tj−1
 
tj−tj−1−m^l
 
XN
n¼1
XJn
j¼1I
d
l c
n
j
 X
tj;tj−1
χnj tj; tj−1
 
2
;
μ^l ¼
XN
n¼1
XJn
j¼1I
o
l c
n
j
 X
t
γnj tð Þgnt ont
 
XN
n¼1
XJn
j¼1I
o
l c
n
j
 X
t
γnj tð Þgnt
;
Σ^ l ¼
XN
n¼1
XJn
j¼1I
o
l c
n
j
 X
t
γnj tð Þgnt ont −μ^l
 
ont −μ^l
 Th i
XN
n¼1
XJn
j¼1I
o
l c
n
j
 X
t
γnj tð Þgnt
;
w^l ¼
XN
n¼1
XJn
j¼1I
o
l c
n
j
 X
t
γnj tð ÞgntXN
n¼1
XJn
j¼1I
o
l c
n
j
 X
t
γnj tð Þ
;
ð4Þwhere m^l ; σ^
2
l ; μ^l; Σ^ l , and ŵl are new values of ml; σ
2
l ;
μl; Σ , and wl during EM algorithm. Also, χj(tj, tj − 1) is the
probability of occupying the jth state from time tj − 1 to tj,
and γj(t) denotes the posterior probability of being in
state j at time t. These probabilities are calculated through
the well-known forward-backward algorithms. It should
be noted that the publically available HMM-based speech
synthesis system (HTS) [61] has been implemented based
on the algorithms expressed in [62]. These algorithms
were originally proposed by Ferguson [63] and were
refined by Levinson [64]. A more efficient version of the
forward-backward algorithm has recently been proposed
by Yu et al. [65].
2.3 Decision tree-based state clustering
In order to capture the context dependencies inherent in
the acoustic features, canonical decision trees are typic-
ally incorporated in the HMM framework. Decision
trees are constructed iteratively through a greedy and
top-down procedure which maximizes the log-likelihood
criterion [34,35]. The procedure starts with a single root
node representing all contexts. In each iteration, an
optimum pair of terminal node and question is selected
so that splitting the terminal node by the selected ques-
tion results in the largest log-likelihood increase. The
splitting procedure is continued until a termination criter-
ion (such as minimum description length (MDL) [66]) is
satisfied. The overall log-likelihood increase δL , achieved
by splitting a parent node l1 into two children l2 and l3, is
simply obtained by the following equation [34]:
δL ¼ 1
2
log Σ^ l1
  XN
n¼1
XJn
j¼1I
o
l1 c
n
j
 X
t
γnj tð Þ−X
l∈ l2;l3f g
1
2
log Σ^ l
  XN
n¼1
XJn
j¼1I
o
l c
n
j
 X
t
γnj tð Þ;
ð5Þ
where superscript n is an index defined for the number
of training utterances. It should be noted that in order
to obtain the above likelihood increase expression, the
following simplifying assumptions have to be made [34]:
1 - The values of occupation probabilities are assumed
to be fixed during the clustering procedure [34]. 2 - The
overall likelihood measure is supposed to be approxi-
mated by a simple average of the log likelihoods
weighted by the posterior probabilities [34]. These
assumptions make the calculation of δL possible for all
pairs of terminal nodes and questions.
3 Soft context-clustered HMM
Generally, decision tree is the term for a hierarchical
structure consisting of internal nodes and terminal
leaves. In a canonical hard binary decision tree, used for
acoustic modeling, each terminal node carries a distribution
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ter. Also, for a given context c, each internal node m applies
a binary test fm(c) and chooses one of its children based on
the result of the test. Let Im(c) be the indicator function de-
fined for the node m. Also, assume that ImL cð Þ and ImR cð Þ
represent the indicator functions lying on its left and right
children; ImL cð Þ and ImR cð Þ are obtained by
ImL cð Þ
def Im cð Þ if f m cð Þ ¼ true
0 if f m cð Þ ¼ false ;
	
ImR cð Þ
def 0 if f m cð Þ ¼ true
Im cð Þ if f m cð Þ ¼ false :
	
ð6Þ
Accordingly, to determine the distribution of a given
contextual factor, we need to start from the root node
and recursively apply the test at each internal node and
select one of the two branches depending on the out-
come. This process is repeated iteratively until a leaf
node is hit at which point the distribution of the leaf is
considered as the output probability distribution. There-
fore, for each context, just one path from the root to a
terminal node is always traversed, and each context is
hereby assigned to one leaf and affects the distribution
of that single leaf. In order to improve the performance
of the canonical decision tree, this paper proposes the
soft binary decision tree structure which is able to estab-
lish several fuzzy paths from the root to multiple leaves.
3.1 Soft context-clustered HMM structure
The soft decision tree applies soft decisions ~f m cð Þ in its
internal nodes m and redirects all samples to both chil-
dren, but with certain membership degrees computed by
~f m cð Þ and 1−~f m cð Þ. In fact, each node of a soft decision
tree represents a fuzzy subset of contextual factor space;
therefore, each context belongs to several nodes with a
membership degree. More precisely, when we are tra-
versing the node m for the given context c, a soft ques-
tion ~f m cð Þ represents the membership grade of the left
child, and clearly, 1−~f m cð Þ computes the degree of
selecting the right child.
In both hard and soft decision tree-based HMMs, ini-
tially, a set of contextual factors have to be defined and
extracted for all training utterances. Thereafter, as op-
posed to the hard decision tree that requires hard ques-
tions fm(c), here, we have to design a great number of
soft questions (soft tests) ~f m cð Þ for each contextual fac-
tor. These questions are finally assigned to the internal
nodes of the decision tree and make fuzzy decisions to
select among their children instead of the common crisp
decisions.
As it is realized from the above discussion, all ter-
minal leaves may be active for an arbitrary context; asa consequence, it is necessary to generalize the
indicator function Im(c) expressed by Equation 3 to
the membership function of assigning context c to
the node m. This membership function is denoted by
Ĩm(c) and can be computed through the following
recursion:
Initialization : ~I root cð Þ ¼ 1;
Recursion :
~ImL cð Þ ¼ ~f m cð Þ~Im cð Þ
~ImR cð Þ ¼ 1−~f m cð Þ
 
~Im cð Þ
( )
ð7Þ
where mL and mR are the left and right children of node
m. According to the above recursion, all the membership
degrees can be calculated by traversing the tree in a pre-
order style. The traversing procedure starts with setting
the membership degree of the root to 1. After observing
a node m and determining its membership degree Ĩm(j),
its left mL and right mR children are observed. If the
node is a left child, its membership degree is calculated
through ~f m cð Þ~Im cð Þ ; otherwise, the procedure returns
1−~f m cð Þ
 
~Im cð Þ, in which m is the parent node.
In the training phase, soft decisions ~f m cð Þ are selected
from a set of predefined contextual functions. These func-
tions must hold the following limitation for all contextual
factors:
∀ m; c; 0 ≤ ~f m cð Þ ≤1: ð8Þ
The above constraint has to be taken into account
during the procedure of defining soft questions. That is,
we are not allowed to employ soft questions with a value
greater than 1 or less than 0; thus, a normalization step
is required for some questions before starting decision
tree-based clustering.
3.2 Soft context-clustered HMM distribution
The proposed soft context-clustered HMM exploits the
same structure and graphical model as the original hard
decision tree-based HMM, and thus, the model likeli-
hood expression given by Equation 1 is also valid for the
proposed model. The only difference between the con-
ventional and the proposed approaches lies in the
method of capturing context dependencies inherent in
the F0 trajectory. More specifically, the method of
representing output distribution bj(⋅) in Equation 1 is
different. The goal of this section is to find this prob-
ability distribution for the soft decision tree structure
described in the previous section. With a view to pro-
viding an efficient context generalization, this section
derives the smoothest distribution that is able to accur-
ately express the behavior of the F0 trajectory. To esti-
mate the smoothest distribution, the maximum entropy
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3.2.1 Maximum entropy-based distributions
Our task is to estimate the distribution of the observa-
tion vectors. The maximum entropy principle states
that an efficient estimate is the one that maximizes en-
tropy (uncertainty) subject to our knowledge about the
observation vectors. This knowledge normally appears
in the form of some constraints that make the distribu-
tion consistent with sufficient statistics of the observation
vectors [67]. Let us now derive a simple maximum en-
tropy model for the output distribution given voicing la-
bels, bj(ot|gt, cj). Suppose the training utterances consist of
T i.i.d. voicing labels gt

 T
t¼1 and D-dimensional output
feature vectors otf gTt¼1 that may be influenced by some
contextual information ctf gTt¼1 . Also, the contextual
information is clustered through a soft decision tree
structure with the total number of L leaves partitioning
the contextual factor space through the membership func-
tions ~I l :ð Þ

 L
l¼1. The maximum entropy principle first im-
poses a set of constraints on the distribution and then
chooses a distribution as close as possible to a uniform
distribution by optimizing the entropy criterion [67].
Indeed, this modeling scheme finds the least biased distri-
bution among all distributions that satisfy our constraints.
In other words,
b oð jg; cÞdef argmaxb H b oð jg; cf Þg S:T : constraints:
ð9Þ
where H is the entropy measure which is defined by
H b ojg; cð Þf gdef −
XT
t¼1
Z
o
b oð jgt ; ctÞ log b oð jgt ; ctÞdo:
ð10Þ
The constraints play a crucially important role in
maximum entropy modeling. They ensure that the
model captures the statistical characteristics of the
training samples. In this paper, the following constraints
are taken into account:
b oð jg; cÞdef argmaxbH b oð jg; cf Þg S:T :
∀ c; g
Z
o
b oð jg; cÞ ¼ 1
E gooT

  ¼ E gooT
 
∀1≤l≤L E ~I l cð Þgo

  ¼ E ~I l cð Þgo
 
8>><
>>:
9>>=
>>;
ð11Þ
The first constraint ensures that the distributions
sum to 1. Also, E and Ē indicate real and empiricalmathematical expectations given by the following
equations:
E ~I l cð Þgo

  ¼XT
t¼1
~I l ctð Þgt
Z
o
ob oð jgt ; ctÞdo;
E ~I l cð Þgo

  ¼XT
t¼1
~I l ctð Þgtot;
E gooT

  ¼XT
t¼1gt
Z
o
ooTb oð jgt ; ctÞdo;
E gooT

  ¼XT
t¼1gtoto
T
t
ð12Þ
These constraints make the estimated distribution
capture the partial first-order moments E{Ĩl(c)go} and
the global second-order moment E{gooT} of the train-
ing data in voiced frames (i.e., in frames where obser-
vation features ot are defined and voicing label gt is 1);
therefore, the training phase of the maximum entropy
model estimates the smoothest distribution that pre-
serves the first- and second-order moments, expressed
in Equation 9, of the training database. Moreover, the
selected constraints lead to a simple expression for the
output probability distributions that can be estimated
efficiently.
In order to solve optimization problems with equality
constraints, the Lagrange multipliers method can be ap-
plied. This method defines a new optimization function as
follows:
b oð jg; cÞdef argmaxbJ bð Þ;
J bð Þ ¼ H b oð jg; cf Þg þ λb0
Z
o
b oð jg; cÞdo−1
 
þ
E goTΛo

 
−E goTΛo

  þXL
l¼1λ
T
bl E ~I l cð Þgo

 
−E ~I l cð Þgo

 
ð13Þ
where J bð Þ represents the new optimization function;
Also, λb0, λb1, and Λ are Lagrange multiplayers incorpo-
rated in the optimization function to remove the equal-
ity constraints.
Taking the derivatives of the optimization function J
bð Þ with respect to the output probability distribution b
(o|g,c), and setting it to zero leads to the following
equation:
∂J bð Þ
∂b
¼
XT
t¼1
Z
o
− logb oð jgt; ct
 
−1þ λb0 þ gtoTΛo
þ
XL
l¼1λ
T
bl
~I l ctð Þgtodo ¼ 0
:
An obvious solution satisfying the above equality is
log b oð jgt; ctÞ ¼ gtoTΛoþ
XL
l¼1λ
T
bl
~I l ctð Þgtoþ λb0−1:
Therefore, b(o|gt,ct) is a simple Gaussian distribution
that can be expressed by
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XL
l¼1
~I l cð Þμl;Σ
 
ð14Þ
where N indicates the Gaussian distribution; μl is a D-
dimensional vector of mean parameters defined for the
lth leaf; Also, Σ is a D-by-D covariance matrix that is
used for all leaves.
In sum, each leaf of the soft decision tree carries a set
of model parameters represented by μl that contributes
to express the output probability distribution b(o|g,c).
The output probability b(o|g,c) is simply approximated
by a Gaussian distribution. This Gaussian distribution
uses a unique context-independent covariance matrix
Σ and a context-dependent mean vector. The mean
component is obtained by linearly combining μl parame-
ters (i.e.,
XL
l¼1
~I l cð Þμl ) and the weights of the linear
combination are determined by the membership func-
tions Ĩl(c). In fact, the proposed maximum entropy-
based output probability distribution is remarkably
similar to the distribution expressed by the contextual
additive structure that ties all covariance matrixes
[46-48]. In the contextual additive method, similar to
the proposed method, the output distribution has the
form of Equation 14, but the contextual additive
method exploits multiple hard decision trees [46] or a
hard decision tree with overlapped leaves [47] instead
of the proposed soft decision tree. In other words, in
contextual additive structure, Ĩl(c) indicates a leaf in-
dicator function that may be 1 for multiple over-
lapped leaves, but in the proposed model, Ĩl(c) is a
real number, ranging from 0 to 1, that represents the
membership degrees of a soft decision tree terminal
node.
3.3 Parameter re-estimation
Having described the soft context-clustered HMM
structure, it is now time to discuss its parameter re-
estimation procedure. In the training phase, we are given a
set of N i.i.d. training utterances containing acoustic
features onf gNn¼1; voicing labels gnf gNn¼1 , and contextual
factors cnf gNn¼1 . The goal is to find the optimum set of
model parameters λ^ which maximizes the log-likelihood
measure:
λ^
def argmax λ L λð Þ;
L λð Þdef
XN
n¼1 ln p o
n; gnð jcn; λÞ:
ð15Þ
This section assumes that the soft decision tree
structure has been trained earlier and we just try to
find the maximum log-likelihood estimate of its pa-
rameters λ, including μlf gLl¼1 and Σ. Training the
optimum soft decision tree structure will bedescribed in the next section. Similar to the classical
HMM, the likelihood expression of Equation 1 leads
to an extremely complex optimization problem with
seemingly impossible direct solution. The main prob-
lem is that the distribution depends on the state
boundaries which are latent. The EM technique of-
fers an iterative algorithm which is able to overcome
this problem. According to the EM technique, λ^ is
obtained by iteratively maximizing an axillary func-
tion Q λ; λrð Þ:
λrþ1 ¼ argmaxλQ λ; λrð Þ
Q λ; λrð Þ ¼
X
n
X
tj−1;tj
χnj tj; tj−1; λ
r  log pj tj−tj−1 cnj Þ þhX
t
X
j
γnj t; λ
rð Þ log wj gnt
 cnjn 
þ log bj ont
 gnt ; cnj Þg;
ð16Þ
where χj and γj are occupation probabilities defined in
Section 2.2. Also, r is the index of the EM iterations,
and n ranges over the utterance numbers. In order to
estimate the optimum set of parameters, the partial
derivatives of Q with respect to all model parameters
λ have to be set to zero. These partial derivatives are
calculated by considering the distribution introduced
in Section 2.2 as follows:
∂Q λ; λrð Þ
∂μℓ
¼ Σ−1
X
n
X
t
X
j
γnj t; λ
rð Þ
~I l cnj
 
ont −
XL
l¼1
~I l c
n
j
 
μl
 
;
∂Q λ; λrð Þ
∂Σ
¼ 1
2
Σ−1
X
n
X
t
X
j
γnj t; λ
rð Þ
−1þ ont −
XL
l¼1
~I l c
n
j
 
μl
 T	
ont −
XL
l¼1
~I l c
n
j
 
μl
 
Σ−1g
ð17Þ
By setting these equations to zero, the maximum
likelihood estimate of model parameters is obtained.
According to these equations, the optimum vectors
for mean parameters μ^lf gLl¼1 can be simply calcu-
lated through solving the following system of
equations:
Rμ^ ¼ P; ð18Þ
where μ^ is a L-by-D matrix containing all mean parame-
ters as
μ^ ¼ μ^1; μ^2;…μ^L½ T : ð19Þ
Also, R and P are L-by-L and L-by-D matrixes defined
by
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ruv ¼
X
n
X
j
~I u c
n
j
 
~I v c
n
j
 X
t
γnj t; λ
rð Þ;
P ¼ pu½ LL; pu ¼
X
n
X
j
~I u c
n
j
 X
t
ont γ
n
j t; λ
rð Þ:
ð20Þ
As it is realized from Equation 20, R repre-
sents the cross-correlation matrix of membership
functions. This matrix is symmetric and positive de-
finite; therefore, it is possible to solve the above
system of equations efficiently using Cholesky
decomposition.
Furthermore, by setting zero the partial deriva-
tives of the auxiliary function Q λ; λrð Þ with respect
to the globally tied covariance matrix Σ, the max-
imum likelihood estimate of Σ is calculated as
follows:
Σ^ ¼
X
n
X
t
X
j
γnj t; λ
rð Þ ont −
XL
l¼1
~I l c
n
j
 
μl
 T
ont −
XL
l¼1
~I l c
n
j
 
μl
 
X
n
X
t
X
j
γnj t; λ
rð Þ :
ð21Þ
The above equations introduce a straightforward
procedure to train the parameters of the output
probability distribution factorized by a soft decision
tree.
The next section discusses the procedure of con-
structing the proposed soft decision tree. In order
to conduct a soft decision tree clustering algorithm,
it is required to calculate the log-likelihood measure
for the optimum model parameters. This optimum
log-likelihood measure is expressed by
L∝− 1
2
log Σ^
  X
n
X
t
X
j
γnj tð Þ ð22Þ
where |.| denotes the matrix determinant operator.
3.4 Soft context clustering algorithm
To automatically capture the dependencies between
acoustic features and contextual factors, this
section proposes a soft decision tree construction
algorithm. Similar to the classical hard decision
tree building algorithm, the soft decision tree is
built iteratively through a greedy and top-down
procedure which maximizes the log-likelihood measure.
The major advantage of the classical hard decision
tree construction algorithm is that its terminal nodes
can be split independently. In hard decision tree, ter-
minal nodes represent non-overlapped regions of the
contextual factor space; therefore, after splitting a leaf,
all values obtained for other leaves are still valid, and
it is not required to calculate them once again. This
advantage causes the algorithm to be computationally
tractable. However, in the soft decision tree construc-
tion procedure, the different terminal nodes maycover overlapped regions of the contextual space and
splitting a leaf using a soft question affects the pa-
rameters of all other leaves. Consequently, as opposed
to the conventional hard decision tree structure, here,
after splitting a leaf, it is required to update all values
obtained for all terminal nodes, and it needs tremen-
dous amount of computations.
The procedure of the proposed soft decision tree con-
struction algorithm is stated as follows:
Step 1. Create the root node embarrassing all samples
of the training database.
Step 2. Split all terminal nodes using all questions
and compute their optimum log-likelihood value. To
compute the optimum log-likelihood value for each
possible pair of leaf and question, the maximum
likelihood estimate of mean parameters μ^ has to be
first obtained by Equation 18. Then, Σ^ is calculated
through Equation 21, and Equation 22 is finally
employed to find the optimum log-likelihood value.
Step 3. Select the best pair of terminal node and ques-
tion that provides the maximum increase in log-
likelihood measure. Thereafter, split the node using the
question and estimate the maximum likelihood estimate
of all model parameters.
Step 4. Stop the splitting procedure, if a predefined
condition is satisfied (e.g., the increase in log-likelihood
falls below a certain threshold).
Algorithm 1 summarizes the overall procedure of
the proposed soft context clustering. As it is realized
from the explained clustering algorithm, the pro-
posed soft clustering procedure is dramatically simi-
lar to the classical clustering algorithm. Their main
difference is in the number of evaluations that has to
be performed during each iteration of the clustering
procedure. In hard clustering, both newly generated
leaves are just required to be evaluated, but in the soft
clustering, all leaf nodes have to be evaluated. This fact
increases the computational complexity of the soft
clustering by an order of magnitude. Assume we intend
to build a decision tree with L leaves. Also, we have de-
fined Q questions. In this case, hard clustering requires
(2 L − 3)Q likelihood calculations to be performed,
while soft clustering will be finished after [L(L − 1)/2]Q
likelihood calculations.
It should be noted that the likelihood calculation in
soft decision tree-based clustering is more complicated
than the hard clustering; it is mainly due to the fact
that calculating the inverse of the matrix R to solve
the system of equations expressed by Equation 18 is
computationally intractable. Takaki et al. [46] proposed
a method to reduce the computational complexity of
calculating this inverse problem. Their method exploits
the matrix inversion lemma and can also be incorpo-
rated in the soft decision tree clustering procedure.
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In order to clarify the soft clustering advantages, a sim-
ple sinusoidal regression problem is solved using both
soft and hard decision tree structures in this section. As-
sume we have just one continuous contextual factor
named c ranging from 0 to 1, and our goal is to approxi-
mate the following sinusoidal function:
o cð Þ ¼ sin 3πc−πð Þ  sin πcð Þ þ 0:05 r cð Þ ð23Þ
where o(c) represents the observation value for a given
context c, and r(c) is a normally distributed randomnoise with zero mean and unit variance. The 200 train-
ing samples shown in Figure 3a are independently
drawn from Equation 23. Nineteen different contextual
questions are defined to train the hard decision tree as
follows:
∀i∈ 1; 2;…19f gqi cð Þ ¼ 1c < i=200c ≥ i=20
	
ð24Þ
Therefore, each internal node of the hard decision
tree structure has to select one of these hard
Figure 3 Samples and decision tree structures. (a) Data samples used to train the decision trees. The red dots and blue line are training
samples and objective function, respectively. (b) Trained hard decision tree structure. (c) Trained soft decision tree structure. (d) Predicted
samples using the hard decision tree. (e) Predicted samples using the soft decision tree.
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decision tree is trained by exploiting four distinct soft
questions defined by
∀i ∈ 1; 2; 3; 4f g ~qi cð Þ ¼ exp
− c−0:25iþ 0:125ð Þ2
2 0:2ð Þ2
( )
ð25Þ
Figure 3b,c shows the hard and soft decision tree
structures trained based on the maximum likelihood
decision tree construction algorithms. As can be
seen from the figures, the hard decision tree re-
quires eight leaves to have an acceptable mean
square error of 0.015, but the soft decision tree is
able to accurately estimate the objective function
with a small mean square error of 0.0002 using just
six terminal nodes.
Figure 3d,e shows the approximated functions using
hard and soft decision trees, respectively. As an obvious
consequence of this simple experiment, the hard deci-
sion tree structures are not efficient to exploit the con-
tinuous attributes (contextual factors), and incorporatingthe soft decisions in their internal nodes significantly im-
proves their predictive capabilities.3.6 Defining soft questions
As it was mentioned earlier, in order to construct the
soft decision tree structure, a set of basic contextual
factors has to be extracted initially for all training and
test datasets. Section 4.1.1 gives the details of the basic
contextual factors employed in our experiments. These
basic contextual factors have been denoted by c in this
paper and can be grouped into two types of factors:
categorical and numerical factors. ‘Phoneme identity’ is
a sample of categorical factors, and ‘Position of the
current phoneme’ is an example of the numerical fac-
tors. In fact, a numerical factor returns some ordered
values, but a categorical factor provides some un-
ordered symbols. For the categorical factors, we cannot
define meaningful soft questions, and therefore, we
have no choices but to exploit the conventional hard
questions. However, for the numerical factors, it is
possible to define a large number of soft questions.
This subsection introduces the procedure of defining
these soft questions in our experiments.
Figure 4 Soft questions defined for each numerical contextual
factor in our experiments.
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textual factors to range between 0 and 1, and then soft
questions are obtained by applying a fixed set of can-
didate functions to the normalized contextual factors.
Assume ~c represents a normalized numerical context-
ual factor and ~f k ~cð Þ is the kth soft question extracted
for ~c. In this study, 25 soft questions have been defined
for each numerical contextual factor. These soft ques-
tions are shown in Figure 4, and their mathematical
expressions are given by Equation 26:~f 1 ~cð Þ ¼ ~c; ~f 2 ~cð Þ ¼ ~c2; ~f 3 ~cð Þ ¼ ~c4;
~f 4 ~cð Þ ¼ ~c8; ~f 5 ~cð Þ ¼ 1− 1−~cð Þ2; ~f 6 ~cð Þ ¼ 1− 1−~cð Þ4
~f 7 ~cð Þ ¼ 1− 1−~cð Þ8 ~f 8 ~cð Þ ¼ G
0;
1
3
~cð Þ; ~f 9 ~cð Þ ¼ G
0:5;
1
3
~cð Þ;
~f 10 ~cð Þ ¼ G
1;
1
3
~cð Þ; ~f 11 ~cð Þ ¼ G0; 0:2 ~cð Þ; ~f 12 ~cð Þ ¼ G1
4
; 0:2
~cð Þ;
~f 13 ~cð Þ ¼ G2
4
; 0:2
~cð Þ; ~f 14 ~cð Þ ¼ G3
4
; 0:2
~cð Þ; ~f 15 ~cð Þ ¼ G1;0:2 ~cð Þ;
~f 16 ~cð Þ ¼ G0;0:2 ~cð Þ; ~f 17 ~cð Þ ¼ G1
9
; 0:2
~cð Þ; ~f 18 ~cð Þ ¼ G2
9
; 0:1
~cð Þ;
~f 19 ~cð Þ ¼ G3
9
; 0:1
~cð Þ; ~f 20 ~cð Þ ¼ G4
9
; 0:2
~cð Þ; ~f 21 ~cð Þ ¼ G5
9
; 0:1
~cð Þ;
~f 22 ~cð Þ ¼ G6
9
; 0:1
~cð Þ; ~f 23 ~cð Þ ¼ G7
9
; 0:1
~cð Þ; ~f 24 ~cð Þ ¼ G8
9
; 0:1
~cð Þ;
~f 25 ~cð Þ ¼ G1;0:2 ~cð Þ; where Gμ;σ ~cð Þ ¼ exp −
1
2
~c−μ
σ
 2 !
:
ð26Þ
In conclusion, all contextual factors were divided
into two groups, namely, categorical and numerical.
According to the above procedure, a set of soft ques-
tions were extracted for numerical factors, and a
number of hard questions were obtained for categor-
ical contextual factors. Thereafter, all of the extracted
hard and soft questions were grouped together and
competed against each other during the soft cluster-
ing procedure.
4 Experiments
This section aims to compare the performance of funda-
mental frequency modeling approaches based on the
conventional hard decision tree and the proposed soft
clustering method.
4.1 Experimental conditions
Before presenting the experimental results, this section
describes the experimental conditions, including data-
base characteristics and employed contextual factors,
in detail.
An English speech database called Nick [69] con-
sisting of approximately 2,500 utterances from a Brit-
ish male speaker was used in our experiments. This
database is collected in Edinburgh University for the
purpose of speech synthesis research. Sentences range
in length from 3 to 36 words with an average length
of 7.3 words per sentence. Also, the sentences cover
most frequent English words, bi-phoneme combina-
tions, and syllables. Totally, 2,944 different words are
covered in the sentences.
Speech waveforms were sampled at 48 kHz, windowed
by a 25-ms Blackman window with 5-ms shift. The
speech analysis and synthesis conditions expressed in
CSTR/EMIME HTS 2010 [69] were used in this experi-
ment. In this platform, Bark-cepstrum was extracted
from smooth STRAIGHT trajectories [6], since it out-
performs predominant Mel-cepstrum coefficients. Also,
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(0 to 1, 1 to 2, 2 to 4, 4 to 6, and 6 to 8 kHz) were re-
placed with pitch in Mel and auditory-scale motivated
frequency bands for aperiodicity measure [69]. The ana-
lysis process generated 40 bark cepstrum coefficients, 1
Mel in pitch value, and 25 auditory-scale motivated
aperiodicity frequency sub-bands for each frame of train-
ing signals. These parameters along with their delta and
delta-delta derivatives formed five streams of our obser-
vation vectors.
For the baseline system, a five-state multi-stream left-
to-right without skip path MSD-HSMM was trained. A
conventional maximum likelihood-based decision tree
construction algorithm was used to tie HMM states. In
the conventional HMM-based speech synthesis frame-
work, a unique tying structure (decision tree) is normally
incorporated for both voicing probabilities and F0 output
probabilities. As opposed to the conventional HMM-
based synthesis system, the proposed method uses a
soft decision tree structure for the output probability
distribution and a hard decision tree for voicing prob-
abilities; therefore, we cannot apply the same tying
structure for both voicing and output probabilities in
the proposed system. With a view to having a fair
comparison, the baseline system was implemented
with two different decision trees for F0 trajectories,
one for the voicing labels and the other for the out-
put probability distributions.
The same structure with just one different part was
also implemented for the proposed synthesis system.
In the proposed system, the soft decision tree struc-
ture is trained for F0 and its derivatives output prob-
ability distributions instead of the hard decision tree.
All other decision trees, including the decision trees
trained for state duration, Bark-cepstrum, aperiodicity,
and voicing probability, are completely equal to the
ones trained for the baseline system. Therefore, all
parameters generated for them are equal to the pa-
rameters generated for the baseline system. It should
be noted that both baseline and proposed synthesis
systems employ the MDL criterion [66] to determine
the size of all decision trees.
We considered four sets including 100, 200, 400, and
800 utterances for training, and 400 sentences that
were not included in the training sets were used as a
test data.
4.1.1 Employed contextual factors
Specific information about the contextual factors is
presented in this subsection. Employed contextual fac-
tors can be categorized into five levels, including
phonetic, syllable, word, phrase, and sentence levels.
In each of these levels, all important features were
considered.➢ Phonetic-level factors
 Phoneme identity before the preceding phoneme,
preceding, current, succeeding phoneme, and
phoneme identity after the next phoneme
 Position of the current phoneme in the current
syllable, word, phrase, and sentence
➢ Syllable-level factors
 Stress level of previous, current, and next syllable
(three different stress levels are defined for this
database)
 Position of the current syllable in the current
word, phrase, and sentence
 Number of the phonemes of the previous,
current, and next syllable
 Whether the previous, current, and next syllable
is accented or not
 Number of the stressed syllables before and after
the current syllable in the current phrase
 Number of syllables from the previous stressed
syllable to the current syllable
 Number of syllables from the previous accented
syllable to the current syllable
➢Word-level factors
 Part of speech (POS) tag of the preceding,
current, and succeeding word.
 Position of the current word in the current
phrase and sentence (forward and backward)
 Number of syllables of the previous, current, and
next word
 Number of content words before and after
current word in the current phrase
 Number of words from previous and next
content word
➢Phrase-level factors
 Number of syllables and words of the preceding,
current, and succeeding phrase
 Position of the current phrase in the sentence.
 Current phrase ToBI end tone.
➢Sentence-level factors
 Number of phonemes, syllables, words, and
phrases in the current utterance
 Type of the current sentence
4.2 Experimental results
Both objective and subjective tests are conducted to
evaluate the proposed F0 modeling method. The results
of these tests are given in the following subsections.
4.2.1 Objective evaluation
Figure 5 shows the learning curves obtained during build-
ing the hard and soft decision trees for 800 training utter-
ances and 400 test sentences. Normalized log-likelihood
measure, depicted in this figure, was computed through
the following expression:
Figure 5 Normalized log-likelihood with respect to the number
of leaves computed for each state of HMM. Blue and red curves are
the learning curves of the hard and soft decision trees, respectively. In
addition, solid curves illustrate the log-likelihood of the training set,
and dashed curves are the log-likelihood computed for test data.
MDL-based stop points are also shown through vertical dotted lines.
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gtl
X
t
X
l
gtl log b otlð jgtlÞ; ð27Þ
where the F0 and its derivatives are represented by otl,
and their voicing labels are denoted by gtl. t is the frame
index and l represents the dynamic or static features
ranging from 1 to 3. In this figure, the above measure is
depicted for both test and train data. Red and blue
curves are related to the proposed soft and the conven-
tional hard decision tree structures, respectively. Solid
curves are the normalized log-likelihood measure of the
training sets, and the dashed curves represent the nor-
malized log-likelihood measure computed for the test
data. Also, the optimum number of terminal leaves cal-
culated by the MDL principle is illustrated through ver-
tical dotted lines. As it is realized from Figure 5, all red
curves surpass their corresponding blue curves; there-
fore, the soft decision tree is able to provide superior
log-likelihood measure with a smaller number of model
parameters. All learning curves confirm the fact that the
soft decision tree structure is able to provide better
generalization in contrast to the canonical hard decision
tree structure.
Another well-known objective measure, reported in
this section, is the root-mean-square error (RMSE) be-
tween synthesized and natural log-F0 trajectories. In
order to compute this measure, first, all test utterances
were synthesized with natural voicing labels and natural
durations (durations obtained through applying the
Viterbi algorithm to natural acoustic trajectories). There-
after, the RMSE measure is computed through the fol-
lowing expression:
RMSE ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
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where gt, f
T
t , and f
P
t are voicing label, target log-F0 value,
and predicted log-F0 value of the tth frame. This meas-
ure is computed for four training datasets including 100,
200, 400, and 800 training utterances. Figure 6 shows
the calculated RMSE values in terms of cent. As it is re-
alized from this figure, the log-F0 trajectories generated
from the proposed approach is more similar to the nat-
ural log-F0 trajectories, and therefore, the proposed soft
decision tree structure improves the performance of log-
F0 modeling. However, by increasing the size of database,
Figure 6 RMSE as an objective measure to compare log-F0
trajectories generated by hard and soft decision trees. Blue and
red lines are the results of hard and soft decision trees, respectively.
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Hence, it can be implied that the effect of applying soft
clustering for small databases is relatively more than its ef-
fect on large databases.
4.2.2 Subjective evaluation
Two subjective tests have been selected in order to as-
sess the effectiveness of the proposed system in com-
parison with the conventional synthesis system. The
comparative mean opinion score (CMOS) test [7] with a
7-point scale, ranging from −3 to 3, and the paired com-
parison test [70] have been used to evaluate the subject-
ive similarity of the synthesized and the natural
utterances. Eighteen evaluators participated in our sub-
jective evaluations, and each of them was asked to listen
to 20 randomly chosen pairs of synthesized waveforms
generated by two different synthesizers (i.e., the soft de-
cision tree-based system and the conventional system).
In paired comparison tests, listeners are presented
with a number of pairs of waveforms and they are asked
to identify which one is more similar to its correspondingFigure 7 Subjective evaluation of soft context-clustered HMM
through CMOS test. Blue and red bars are the CMOS scores of the
conventional and the proposed systems.natural speech signal. If the two utterances sound equal,
listeners are allowed to choose the equality option. The
paired comparison test simply reports the percentage of
comparisons that a certain synthesizer outperforms the
other.
In CMOS tests, listeners not only select the better ut-
terance, but also determine the difference level between
two utterances. Four levels are normally defined for this
purpose (namely, 0, 1, 2, and 3 which respectively have
the meaning of about the same, slightly different, differ-
ent, and much different). These difference levels are
mainly useful in computing CMOS scores which have to
be calculated in each comparison for each synthesizer
separately. More precisely, a positive score equal to the
difference level is computed for the winner of the com-
parison, and a negative score with equivalent absolute is
assigned to the loser. Finally, the value of the CMOS
score is obtained by taking an average over all scores.
The results of CMOS and paired comparison eva-
luations are respectively shown in Figures 7 and 8. Re-
markably, the proposed soft context-clustered HMM is
noticed to outperform the conventional hard decision
tree structure for all training utterances. This result is
completely in line with the conclusion of the objective
assessments. For small datasets (i.e., 100 and 200 train-
ing utterances), more than 58% of the comparisons are
in favor of the proposed method and the average CMOS
score of the proposed system is more than one unit
higher than the baseline system. These results show that
the proposed soft decision tree structure is able to im-
prove the F0 estimation accuracy of the baseline system
significantly in small training datasets, and therefore, an
important application of the proposed system is in low-
resource languages when limited amount of data is avail-
able for training.
Another considerable conclusion that can be drawn
from the results presented in this section is that by
increasing the number of training utterances, theFigure 8 Paired comparison test as a subjective comparison
between soft and hard decision tree structures. The scores of
hard and soft decision trees are shown with blue and red colors.
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ing is slightly reduced; thus, it is more efficient to
employ the proposed structure in limited training
datasets.
5 Conclusions
This paper addressed one of the most important short-
comings of hard decision tree-based context-dependent
F0 modeling, namely, poor context generalization. In the
hard decision tree structure, each acoustic feature vector
is associated with modeling only one contextual cluster,
and it is the main reason of poor generalization. In order
to alleviate this problem, the capability of exploiting soft
questions was added to the conventional decision tree
architecture. The resulting structure, which is called soft
decision tree, splits the contextual factor space into several
soft clusters; therefore, each context is assigned to several
leaves and it can provide superior generalization. In this
paper, a maximum entropy model was used to drive the
distribution expressed by the soft decision tree architec-
ture. Relying on maximum entropy-based distribution, a
speech synthesis system with all details was designed and
implemented. Experimental results using both objective
and subjective criteria showed that the proposed system
outperforms the conventional hard decision tree-based
system.
Endnote
aThe unfortunate need for three separate streams only
arises when using MSD output distributions to model
F0: it is possible (at the onset or offset of voicing) for the
dimensionality of the delta stream to be 0 in the same
frame that the dimensionality of F0 is 1. That is, F0
exists, but its delta is undefined.
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